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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM 
Introduction 
Vocational education is not a separate discipline within 
education , but it is a basic objective of all education and 
must be a basic element of each person ' s education .•• The 
common objective should be a successful life in which employ-
ment has a crucial r ole . l 
It is the responsibility of the school and of the instructor to 
provide the student with the high quality vocational education that will 
enable that student to have a successful life by securing a good initial 
job adapting himself to that vocation . 2 
What yardstick should one invoke to determine if the objective of a 
succe ssful life with a good initial job has been me t by vocational edu-
cation ? Is mere employment a substantial criterion to use , or must 
employment be in a field related to the training received? 
that : 
A bulletin of the California State Department of Education states 
if the t r ainees Lor a vocational education progra~7 are 
able to obtain and hold a position in the occupation fo r which 
1Advisory Council on Vocational Education , Voca t ional Education : 
The Bridge Between Man and His Work (Madison , Wisconsin : reproduction 
by Center for Studies in Vocat i onal and Technical Educa t i on , University 
of Wisconsin , 1967) , p . l . 
2
norothy H. Veon , "Secretarial Education with a Future ," American 
Business Education Yearbook (New York : New Yo r k University ~okstore , 
1962) , p . ) . 
they are trained , the most important single criterion of the 
program ' s success has been met . 3 
Yet to obtain and hold a position in the field f or which one is 
trained , an awareness of the trends in employment opportunities and he 
2 
type of preparation needed by prospective employees is essential for he 
educators who instruct he trainees . If the courses offe red to the 
trainees are not relevan t to present demands , the stude t.s will need to 
be immediately retrained or rema · n unemployed or underemployed because 
they l~ck the necessary skills . 11 
It is evident , herefore , that there exist other evaluative cri eria 
f or a vocational educa ion program besides the placement of trainees 
in training - related fields . These criteria can be employed to refi ne 
the definition of "program success ." Through the use of the follow-up 
placement study in conjunction with an i nvestiga ion into t he different 
applica ions and the fre uency of us~< of the skill learned th rough 
training , the vague tP rm " success" becomes more crystnlline in nature . 
For a vocationa1 progrum t~ be truly ob jec tive and more precise in 
i s appraisal of success , this appraisal must i,-wolve not. only a study 
in o he placement of the program ' s gradua tes but also lhe utilization 
of skills taught . By so doing , the program ' s instructo r s ( and ma ny times 
subsequent evaluators) are able to plan thei r teaching rna te rials and 
methods to meet t he standards of the occupational field for which students 
are tra ined . 
)California State Department of Educa tion , Bureau of Business 
Educa tion , Progress Repor and Programs Developed unde r Manoower 
Development and Training Act ( Sacramento , California , 1964) , p . 1. 
4charles R. Hopkins , "Business Sponso red Progr ams ," National 
Business Education Yea rbook (Woshington , D. C.: National Business 
Educa ion Association , 1970) , Chapter 37 . 
S t.~tcmen L <>f Lhr· Probl"lrn 
Th"l pur pose of this study is to investigate the utilization of 
shorthand skill by the MDTA graduates from Utah State Unive rsity for 
the yea r s 1968 through 1971 . 
By combining both the follow -up study and that of the utiliza Lion 
of the skill , an evaluation of the MDTA stenographic progran at Utah 
State University will be more objec ive and more precise in te rm s of 
measuring its success . 
More speci f ically , he main objectives of this investigation ar e : 
l . To determine if graduates are using their shorthand skill . 
a . What applications are being made of the skill? 
b . How fre'1uen t are th<"se applications ? 
2 . To determine Lf a onP -year te rminal shorthand program is 
justifi<"d ln terms of the number of r;radu"tes who use the 
skill . 
a . How many graduates had shortha nd lnstructin'1 prior to the 
MDT A training? 
b . What are the total nnmber of <"nrollees and actual graduates 
from the MDTA st<"rographi.c program? 
c . How many graduates devnlopod a ma rketabl~; shorthand skill? 
) , To gather graduates ' suggestions and opinions concerning t he 
MDTA stenographic pr og ram . 
a . Wha t a r e the graduates ' suggestions for improving the 
stenographic program? 
the ster.ographic pr0g ram in aLdi.r.g l.hr;m f'Lr,rl ''mploymr ·rd.'l 
J 
Deoini ion of Terms 
The following terms will be defined : 
l. MDTA: abbreviation for Nan power Development and Training Act 
of 1962 . 
2 . Marketable shorthand skill : minimum of 80 wam as required by 
U. S . Civil Service Commission stenographic tests . 
) . One- year terminal shorthand program : a shorthand program for 
he duration of one school year (nine months) of which the 
objective is to develop vocational competency . 
Scope of the Study 
4 
The data compiled in this s udy Wtlre based upon iJ•follTlalion received 
from thf' Employment Security Office , Logan , Utah , and questionnaire 
responses by tho MDTA graduates . 
CHAPTER II 
REVTE1N OF RELATED LITERATURE 
MDTA Background 
The 1980 labor force is projected at 101 . 4 million--24 . 4 
million more than in 1964 . Population inc:rease will be respon-
sible for about 2l million or 87 percent of this change . The 
rest is at ributable to th<? projected continuation of rising 
labor force participation rates for anult women . Ma~ of these 
new members to the labor force will be inexperienced and will 
be seeking jobs at entry levels of occupalions . 5 
Con~ress officially recog ized the problem of a rapidly expanding 
and inexperienced labor force when it said : 
The Congress finds lhat there is a critical need for more 
and better trained personnel in many vital occupational cate -
gories . • . thal even in periods of hi h unemploymen , many 
employment opportuni t leg r £>main unfilled because of the shortagP 
of' qualified personnel . 
It Has evitlen! Lhal a 1.1rg•• - scalc training program w1s necesnory . 
In 196? the Manpowe r DevelopmPnt and Training Act was signed in o law . 
Whe n funds were appropriated on Augus t 14 , 1962 , t.he Department of Labor 
in cooperation with the Department or Health , Education , and Welfare s"L 
in motion this nationwide training progr am. 7 
5 
5s ophia Cooper , and Denis F. Johnston , "Labor Force Projections for 
1970- 1980 ," Monthly Labor Review (February , 1969) , Vol. 88 , No . 2 , p . lJO . 
6Manpower Dev.,looment and Training Program (Manpower Developmen 
and Training Act of 1962) , Act of March 15 , 1962 , Pub . L. 87 -415 , 
76 Stat . 23 , 42 U. S . C. sec . 2571 (1970 ed . ) . 
7Lloyd Lawson , "Special Programs Provided Unde r lh<• Manpower 
Development Tr aining Act ," Busin€ss Education Forum (,Jar:u~ ry , 1967) , 
Vol . 21 , No . 4 , p. 15 . 
6 
The primary goal of the progrnm was Lo equip under ducated , un -
employed people with the skills they need to enter industry , business , 
or public employment . 8 Yet % 3 r"Psul of a combination of th original 
in en and subsequent experience , MDTA has come to have six identifiable 
objectives : 
1 . Facilitating employment of the unemployed . 
2 . Providing an escape from poverty . 
J . Alleviating infla"ionary pressures . 
4 . Meeting labor shortages . 
5. Upgrading the labor force . 
6. Revampi ng traditional ins itutions . 9 
It appears that the numeri ally greatest oppor tunity for employment 
will conLinue to be for secretaries and stenographers . 10 As a result , V 
47 percent of all MIITA projec s have been in the field of business . 11 
ThP largest sing] e area in the field of business for which MDTA enrollees 
are trained is stenography and typing . 12 
8Anreau of Adult , Vncai i.nnnl , and Technic."! Education (DHEW/OE) , 
Education an Training : Ocorw'v to th" Sev<>nties , Eigh h Annual Report 
(WAshington , D. C.: U. S. Govcrnmen Printing Office , 1"71) , p . 9 . 
9Garth L . Mangum , ;;MDT~.:.:A.:;.-;:,-F;-;u:::.u.,nc;:d"-'a":t";i'-'o'-'n-'-:~-'-'=~7,;"""===*-'-'=""-'­
(Baltimore , Maryland : The John Hopkins 
11
california Sta te Department of Education , op . ci" ·• p . iii . 
12Bureau of Adult , Vocational , and Technical Educati on ( DHEW/OE) , 
op . cit ., p . 9 . 
7 
Ge~eral MDTA Follow-up Studies 
Ma npowe r trainees are seldom singled out af ter t r aining for cortinu -
ous or even inte rmittent individual appraisal. Few education institutions 
systematical l y keep in t ouch wi h all t heir graduates through the yea r s 
to ascertain t he value of their education when put to use . 13 
Broad MDTA follow -up studies have been conducted and resul t in 
block placement percentages buc add very little to the evaluation of the 
usage of the skills gained thr·ough the MDTA t r aining programs . 
The U.S . Department of Labor statPs that over 70 pPrcent of the 
MOTA gradu8tes are employed af ter training , yet does not say whether 
the employment is related to thP training received . 111 This figure 
would mean that more than 49 out of eve ry 100 enr ollees i n the programs 
found P-mployment after training (conside ring t he }0 percent dropou t 
rat<') . 15 
Data obtained from the state of California on several thousand 
individuals who had p~rticipated in the MDTA program during part of 
1962 , all of 196}, nnd part of lq~, reveal ed that only about one- thi rd 
nf t.hr rninees ob t.aiPrd rmployment that was rP. aterl lo Lhrlr MDTA 
t.rn\r,inr; . 16 
1JvJiUiam I. Wilde r , "Whal Can We Learn From MIJI'A?--Clues from a 
F'ede ra l Program ," Ame rican Voca tional Journal (November, 1967 ) , Vol. 112 , 
No . 8 , P• 35. 
1/.IU .S. Depart ment of Labor , loc . cit . 
15Ibid . 
16John H. L. Wi ngham, Jr ., The Ma,.power Development and Training Act 
in California : Costs , Returns , and the Prediction of I ndividual Success 
(University of California at Berkeley ; Berkeley : Ph . D. Dissertation , 
1969) . 
8 
The follow -up study conducted it California is indicative of many 
studies conducted involving MDTA graduates. It seems that little, if 
any , attempt has been ma de to dete rmine the actual frequency of usage 
and applications of the skills gained through the MDTA program. 
Follow-up Stud ies of Shorthand Students 
A relatively few follow -up studies have been conducted involving 
shorthand students , both MDTA graduates and high school graduates . 
These studies were mainly concerned with placement percencages and did 
not invescigate the actual usage of he shorthand skill . 
Data from the Ca lifo rnia State Department of Education revealed that 
by June )0, 19&1 , 1)71 people had been enrolled in the MDTA s enographic 
p r ogram . Of the 450 wh o completed the cout·se , 313 , or 70 percent , had 
b<><>n pl a coed in tNini ng- r'Olat<'d ,jnhs . Anal h~>r 111 p.eopl e had been placed 
on jobs not relat.rd l.o st.onof(rHrhic I r-:tining . J.? 
A follow-up study of th.~ MOTA students of Fresno City Collf'f(P ,.,_ 
vealed t hat 12 of the 29 graduates of the stenographic program were in 
job position categories of secretary or stenographer . 18 
In the state of Colo rado, nearly one-half of the trainees in the 
MDTA program have been learning ste~ographic skills . That state ' s follow -
up investigations revealed that three out of four , or 75 percent , of the 
graduates have found "gainful 'JmploymP.nt ." Howev,,r , this 75 percr;nl. ic; 
r.ot divided as to training - rFJl"ted fi<:lrls and nonLraininv, - r.,latr,d fir:ld:: . 1') 
l7 California State Department of Education , lac . ci L. 
18Fresno City College , Manpower Development and Trai ning Program 
Cal 6o : A follow-up of MDTA students 1963 (Bulletin No . 10 ; Fresno , 
California : Business Division , Fresno City College , 19&1) . 
19Lawson , loc . cit . 
Suffolk County Community College in New York conducted a follow -up 
study on 60 graduates from the secretarial science curriculum and dis -
9 
covered that 22 , or about J? percent , of the graduates were in positions 
where the shorthand skill could be utilized . 20 
These studies are representative of the follow -up studies involving 
shorthand students whether they be MDTA graduates , high school graduates , 
or college graduates . It would appear that little attempt has been 
made in these studies to investigate usage and frequer.cy of use of 
shorthand skill . 
Studies Involving Utilization of Shorthand Skill 
~;o studies were conducted which involved the usage and/or frequency 
of use of shorthand skill. 
In a follow -up study of high school shorthand ~tur!ents in Alberta , 
Car,ada, the findings revealed th1t 53 percent of the respondents used 
the shor·thand skill on he job . Of those who responded posilivP.ly to 
the use of shorthand on the job , J7 .4 pe.rcent said shorthand was used 
exclusively for Lranscr•iption purposes . 21 
In a more recent and more publi.ci>.ed study , Lawrence W. Erickson ' s 
research in conjunction with the NOBELS study revealed that shorthand 
was used by 10 percent , or 30 , of the JOO office workers interviewed . 
Of the JO workers utilizing the shorthand skill , 100 percent of them 
20suffolk County Community College , follow -up Study of Career-
oriented Curriculums 1968 , Phase I (Selden , New York : Suffolk County 
Community College , 1969) , p . 15 . 
21Leo S. Dawson , A Follow-up Study of lligh School Shorthand 
Students (University of Albe rta ; Edmonton : M. Ed . Thcs i.s , 1'}66). 
sper.t only 5- 25 perc'"'" of t heir 1.Dt3~ job time t.aking dic1.ation . The 
kinds o f informati on taken by dicta ion or the actual applications of 
the skill were also investigated . Of the 30 people involved , 23 used 
shorthand for genera l correspondence ; 6 used shorthand f or memorandums 
and directives ; 6 us ed shorthand for business reports ; 3 for forms i n-
forma tion ; 2 f or technical r eports ; and l for ea ch of the following : 
educat ional reports , activity r eports , a nd manuscripts . This study 
investiga ted both the frequency of use and t he actual applications of 
the shor t hand skill. 22 
One -year Sho r thand Programs 
In conjunction with the lack of follow -up studies of shorthand 
students to determine not only placement in a training- related field 
but thr. actual frequency of use :Jnd "PPllcAtions of shor thand akill , 
ls Lhe lack of res<>ar·ch ;,nd follow- up to ju~tify a <'n<' -y<>ar terminal 
shorthand program . 
10 
Welter Shell sta es that t he job of business educators is to develop 
in the students the marketable stenographj c and s ecretarial skills that 
wi ll prepare th em to get and hold r esponsible offi c e jobs . The business 
educa t ors ' programs are justified "only if we can successfully develop 
vocaL i onal competency in the students ."23 
22Lawrence W. Eri ckson , Basic ComponenLs o f Office Wo rk-- An 
Analysis of ]00 Office J obs (Monograph No . 123 ; Cincir.nnl.i : South -
Weste r n Publishing Company, 1?71) , p . 1R . 
23wal te r Shell , " Projoeccjrms fo r the fu Lnr'l ," HHV<nMI IJn".""""' 
Education Yearbook ( h'ashi ngton , D. C.: N'!tior.al Busir'""~ l'.duc"ti on 
Association , 1968) , No . 6 , Chap Loe r ~~ . p . 35 . 
Shell goes on to say: 
There is evidence to indicate hat the majority of our 
shorthand students are not sufficiently accomplished in their 
shorthand and transcription skills to t ranscribe a mailable 
)P1 ter after two years of shorthand inslruction . 21+ 
Is a one -year terminal shorthand program enough time in which to 
develop this vocational competency? 
11 
Gladys Peck of the State Department of Education , Louisiana , offers 
her opinion to this question when she says : 
More than two college semesters or one year of study in 
high school is usually necessary to become vocationally pro-
ficient in the writing of shor hand . 25 
In a study to determine employment opportunities and entry- job 
requirements in Illinois , many of t he employers interviewed expressed 
the opinion that one year of shorthand did not qualify students for 
employm•-nt involving the use of shorthand . 26 
RF>ba K. N. Huckabay s "t"s Lhat. "it is a well - known f3ct thai 
unless a skill is highly devnloped , li l tle use is mad" of H --per·sona l 
or otherwise . .,2? 
ThP. findings of the survey of Cedar Cjty High School graduates who 
had t'lknn one year of shorthand instrucLion would seem to validate the 
24Ibid . 
25Gladys Peck , "Counseling Today ' s Student About Shorthand ," 
Business Education Forum (October , 196J) , Vol . 18 , No . 1 , p . 15 . 
26Loraine M. Lehto , A Study to DctP.nnine Employment OpportunHiP.s , 
Entq - job Reauirements , and St11 rlnnt Interest in SP.crr-tar·ial And Ki11rlr"d 
Office Occupa tions (Northern Illinois OntvP rs ity ; DPK~lb : Master ' s 
Thesis , 1966) . 
27Reba K. N. Huckabay , "W<>~kr·f'SS~'S of the P:J51 ;;r,rJ Pr"~;rmt ," 
National Business !';duc~tior. YF>·•rbook (W,. shingi.on , D. C.: :J:Jti.onnl 
Business Education Associa tion , 1')6fi) , No . 6, Chapter J , p. J2. 
12 
opinions of chose wh o believ . that a one-year course in shorthand is 
no enough to produce vocattonal proficiency . After graduating from 
l he vo nlional shorthand program , mos l students fou nd jobs which re ui red 
little or no shorthand skill . Of che responding graduates , 62 , or 84 
per en , indicated a lower ability le vel i n shortha nd than they had 
attained at the comple t ion of the shorthand courses . 28 
Yet the findings of a study conducted by Fred S. Cook and Edward 
S . Shapiro to determine factors associated with successful adaptat ion 
to the secretarial / s enographic role revealed that the gr oup of secre -
taries with one year of shorthand had a higher group mean success score 
than thP group with more than one year of shorthand . The two researchers 
interpreted their findings to mean that more than one year of shorthand 
instru tion does not assure an ad vantage in gained high ratings of 
su cess i n secretartal work . 20 
ThP research reviewed appears o indicate a lack of inves iga ion 
i.nLo thr ac:.ual t:lilil.3tio:-. of shor h:~nd skill by lhr gradun les of a 
rairoing program , whether i be MDTA , collegi1 tc , or high school. 
There is also a gap in the educa lienal resea rch involving the 
justification for an MDTA one -year (nine -month ) vocatio11~l shorthand 
program . 
28Richard M. Webster , A Survey of ~he Cedar City High School 
Gradua es Who Have Taken the One -Year Gregg Shorthand Course (Utah 
State University ; Logan , Utah : unpublished Master ' s Thesis , 1968) . 
29Fred S. Cook , and Edward S. Shapiro , Factors Associated with 
Sue essful Adaptation to the Secretarial/Stenographic Role (De t roit : 
Wayre State University , 1968) . 
Th .. "'!"'' seP'['I]S to Oe rH, rPSf! .l!"'Ch prnject cor.duct..ed a include thf! 
f l>11<,Wi!!,, : 
I . r1~C"M"n' ir: fit>11 1 r' 'll.t•l to joh trahin!( . 
? . Actual frequency of nsr ~rod app1ic,3t ion of shorthand skill 
by MDTA graduates . 
J. Justification of an MDTA ono -year terminal shorthand program. 
lJ 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE 
Selection of Graduates 
14 
The names and addresses of the MDTA graduates from Utah State 
University fo r the years 1968 through 1971 were obtained f rom the 
program ' s two instructors and/or the Employment Security Office , Logan , 
Utah . The total number of enrollees and graduates in the four years of 
prugrams was also obtained from Lhe Employment Security Office . 
Collection of Data 
Every graduate of the MDTA stenographic program in Logan , Utah , was 
asked to respond to a prepared questionnaire , either by telephone , in 
person , or by mail (whichever was most feasible with the investigator) 
to secure the required information . To facilitate ease of tabulation , 
all graduates were asked to respond to one of two prepared questionnaires 
(Appendixes A and B) . 
Form A questionnai r e was directed to those gr aduates who were 
currently employed . Fo rm B questionnai r e was dire cted to t hose gr aduates 
who were not cur rently employed but may have been employed since gr adu-
ation from the program . 
Questionnaires 
Both Forms A and B of the uestionnaire asked for thP. gr aduaLn ' s 
15 
name , age , and year of graduation from the MDTA stenographic program 
at Utah State Universi ty . 
Both Forms A and B also asked for the following information : 
l . The application(s) of shorthand skill and the frequency of 
applicatior.(s) . 
2. Shorthand instruction , if any , received by the gradua te prior 
to the t ra ining received through the MDTA stenographic program . 
J. The shorthand speed in wam attained upon the completion of the 
training pr ogram . 
4 . Opinions of graduates as to whether one year was enough time 
in which to develop a· marketable shorthand skill . 
5. If the shorthand skill gained through the MDTA stenographic 
program aided graduates in obtaining employment . 
6 . Suggestions for improving the MDTA stenographic prngr~m . 
Analysis of Data 
After the required information was collected , it was then organized 
and tabulated so that conclusions and recommendations could be made. 
Tabulations were prepared which involved : 
1 . Graduate response . 
2. MDTA program enrollment and graduation . 
J . Employment of graduates . 
4 . Shorthand speeds . 
5. Shorthand applications and frequency of applica ions . 
6. Prior shorthand instruction . 
7. Present state of graduaV,s ' shorth~nd skil l. 
8 . Short ha nd as an employmflnt aid . 
9 . Graduates ' opinions concerning a one-yea r terminal shorthand 
program . 
10 . Graduates ' suggestions for improving the MDTA stenographic 
program. 
Recommendations have be~n made as to the curriculum of the MDTA 
stenographic program . Relative " success" of the program has been 
measured in terms of the following : 
1 . Number of graduates using shorthand skill and frequency of 
that use . 
2 . Numbe r of graduates who had no shorthand instruction prior 
to that received in MDTA , who are utilizing t heir shorthand 
skill , and the speeds they attain~d . 
} . Number of graduate s wh o attained a marketable shorthand skill 
in relation to tota l number of program ' s graduates . 
16 
4 . Suggestions and recommendations from graduates for improvement 
of the MDTA stenographic program . 
CHAPTER IV 
THE F'INDINGS 
The questionnaire responses were the basis for the findings of 
17 
this s+. dy . All completed questionnai s were received and the responses 
tabula ed . 
These tabulated findings are presented under the following ten 
subheadings : (1) MDTA program enrollment and gradua tion ; (2) graduate 
response ; (J) employment of graduates ; (4) shorthand speed ; (5) short-
hand appli cations ; (6) present s ate of shorthand skill ; (7) shorthand 
as Jn employment aid ; (8) onP.-y ea r terminal shorthand program; (9) prior 
shorthand instruction ; and (10) gradua Les ' suggesti ons for future MDT A 
programs . 
MDTA Program Enr·ollment. and Gra uation 
Wh~n res~•rch on this s udy was ~gun , four years of MDTA stenogra hie 
programs had been comple ed in L .ga n , Utah . Those four years were consec -
utive beginning with 1968 anri "nding with 1~71 . 
As Table 1 illus t.ra iP. s , hP. total ••nrollmnnt for u,,., Log an pro1~r·:1rn ~J 
for the last four years was 8) P"rsor.s . Sixty - seve n , or HO . ? percent , ol' 
th3t to al enrollme" actually completed the program a nd graduated . The 
program year 1971 had the greatest percentage of enrollees graduate , or 
88 . 9 percent graduation . The preceding year , 1970 , however , having a 
similar en rollment coun as 1971 had thP. least pe rcentage graduate , or· 
77 .8 percent graduation . 
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T~ble l also shows that o1mos+ one -half of the graduates , or 49 . J 
P':rce t , atLatr~"d -, mark'Jtable short.h·•r,d skill (at leas+. eo wam) upon 
complctio:. of the pro17,ram . 
TAblA J. MDTA enr·ollment , graduates, and marketable skill at tained by 
program :>'ear 
Program 
Year 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
Total 
Enrollment 
23 
24 
18 
18 
8J 
No . 
18 
19 
14 
16 
67 
Graduates 
%of 
Enrollees 
78 . 3 
79 . 2 
77 . 8 
88 . 9 
80 . 7 
GraCiuate Response 
Graduates with Marketable 
Skill 
No . %of 
Graduates 
9 50 .0 
9 47 .4 
8 57.1 
7 4) .8 
33 49 . 3 
Table 2 represents he graduates contacted for each of the four 
program years . The graduates for the 1970 program had the highest per-
centage of completed questionnaires , or 92 . 9 percent completion . Con-
versely, the year with the lowest percentage of canpleted questionnaires 
by graduates was 1969 with 57 . 9 percent completion . 
The contacted graduates in Table 2 are further divided by those who 
attained a marketable shorthand skill and those who did not . The total 
percentage return of completed questionnaires for g raduates with a rna r·kP.l -
able shorthand skill ~o~as high at 90 . 9 percent . The most c0mplf!tf: rotum 
f or any individual year was 1970 ~o~ith a 100 percent. rr!l.JJ rn . 1hr: Jowfi~L 
individual year was 1971 with an 85 . 7 percent return on completed quEo:sLion -
naires by graduates attaining a marketable shorthand skill . 
Table 2. MDTA gradua tes co~tacted for study by program year 
1968 1969 1970 1971 Total 
Subjec t s No . % No. % No . % No . % No . % 
Graduates 18 19 14 16 67 
Graduates 
contacted 12 66 .7 ll 57 -9 1J 92 .9 13 81.3 49 73 .1 
Graduates with 
mkt. skill 9 9 8 7 33 
Graduates 
contacted 5 88 .9 8 88 .9 8 100 .0 6 85 .7 30 90 .9 
Graduates with 
non-mkt . skill 9 10 6 9 34 
Graduates 
contacted 4 44 .4 3 33-3 5 8) . ) 7 77 .8 19 55 .9 
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EmploymPr;L of Graduates 
Of the 49 graduates contacted , Table J illustrates that J5 , or 71 .4 
percent , were currently employed ; while 11 , or 22 . 5 percent , were currently 
unemployed . Three of the 49 graduates , or 6 . 1 percent , had never been 
employed since graduation from the MDTA program . All three of these 
individuals were graduates of the 1971 program . 
The year 1968 , the first year of the stenographic program in the 
Logan area , had the highest percentage of the graduates currently employed , 
or 100 percent. Conversely , program year 1970 had the lowest percen age 
of graduates employed at 46 . 1 percent and the highest percentage of grad -
uates cur rently unemployed at 5) . 9 percent . The program year 1969 had 
the second highest percentage of employed graduates , or 72 .7 percent . 
Tt would appear that the first two program years were most successful 
in ob ~ining employmqnt . 
Table J. Employment history of subjects by program year 
Program Currently Currently Neve r Employed 
Year Employed Unemployed Since Gradua ion 
No . % No . f. No . % 
1968 12 100 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 
1969 8 72 . 7 J 27 . J 0 0 .0 
1970 6 46 . 1 7 5J . 9 0 0 .0 
1971 .... 69 . 2 1 7 . 7 J 2). 1 
--- -
--- - ---
Tot.al ~ .; 71.1• 11 22 . 5 J 6 . 1 
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Shorthand Soeed 
Table 4 contains a division of he graduates by both year of gradu-
ation and speed attained upon completion of the program . 
The first year of the program , 1968 , was most succ~ssful involving 
speed attainment among its graduates . One half , or 50 percent , of that 
year ' s graduates attained speeds from 100 wam to 120 wam . The other 
50 percent of the 1968 graduates was evenly divided between three speed 
groups : 80-90 warn , 6o -70 wam , and 40-50 wam . 
In 1969 , the top 72 . 8 percent of the graduates was divided evenly 
between two speed groups: 100-120 wam and 80-90 warn . There were fewer 
graduates in 1969 than in 1968 who attained the lower speeds , but there 
were also fewer graduates in 1969 than in 1968 who attained the higher 
speeds . 
The percentage of gra uates who attained at least 80 wam dropped 
from the 72 .8 percent level of 1969 to the 61 . 6 percent level in 1970 . 
Yet in 1970 , an even smaller percentage attained the 40-50 wam speed 
level. 
In 1971 , the percentage of graduates who attained at least 80 wam 
dropped to 46 . 2 percent with no individual at t he 40-50 wam level and 
only one individual below 110 wam . 
Table 5 groups the graduates by sp<H>tl att.ainment ar.rJ Lh,l r chrnnll -
logical age while in the program. The numerically la rgest age group 
among the gr aduates was 17- 20 years of age . Fourteen graduates , or 28 . 5 
percen of the subjects , were of this age group . 
The next four age groups (21 - 25 , 26- 30 , 31-40 , and 41- 50) were almost 
evenly divided when comparing the total number of graduates for the four 
Tabl e 4 . Subjects ' speed (wa~) upon completion of MDTA program by program year 
WAM 1968 1969 1970 
No . % No. % No . % No . 
100 - 120 6 50 . 0 !.. )6 .4 5 )8 . 4 J 
80 - 90 2 16. 7 !.. )6 . 4 J 2J . l J 
60 - 70 2 16. 7 2 18 .1 4 )0 .8 6 
~o - so 2 16. 7 l 9. 1 1 7 . 6 0 
Bc'-0".-1 40 0 0 .0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 l 
- -- -
-- - --
-
Total 12 100 . 0 ll 100 . 0 lJ 100 . 0 lJ 
1971 
% 
2) . 1 
2J . l 
46 . 2 
0 . 0 
7 . 6 
--
100 . 0 
"' 
"' 
Table 5. Sub jects ' ages while in MDTA program a~d their speed (warn) upo n completion of program 
Ages 
Warn 17 - 20 21 - 25 26 - JO Jl - 40 41 - 50 51+ Total 
No . % No . % No . % :!o . % No . % No . % 
100 - 120 5 )5 .7 5 62 . 5 5 55 . 6 1 11.1 1 14 . ) 1 50 .0 18 
80 - 90 
-
28 . 6 1 12.5 2 22 . 2 l 44 . 5 1 14 . ) 0 0. 0 12 
60 
- 70 5 )5 . 7 1 12 . 5 1 ll.l J 33 ·3 4 57 . 1 0 o.o 14 
40 
- 50 c 0 . 0 l 12 . 5 0 0 . 0 l 11. 1 1 14 . ) l so .o 4 
Belm; !..O c 0 . 0 0 o.o 1 ll . l 0 0 . 0 0 0. 0 0 o.o l 
- -- - -- -
-- - -- -
-- - -- -
Tota:!. 1'- 28 . 5 8 16. ) 9 18 . 1. 9 18 .4 7 14 . ) 2 4 . 1 49 
N 
w 
program years . There were only two individuals in the four years of 
stenographic programs over the age of 51 . 
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All 14 graduates in the 17-20 year age group attained at least 60-70 
warn in speed , with 36 percent of them attaining speeds of 100-120 warn . 
The next age group , 21- 25 yea r s of age , had the highest percentage 
success attainment of the higher shorthand speeds . Over 60 percent of this 
age group attained shorthand speeds from 100- 120 warn . The r emaining 40 
percent was divided evenly among the next three speed groups : 80- 90 warn , 
60-70 warn , and 40- 50 warn . 
The 26-JO year age group had the second highest percentage success in 
attained speeds of 100-120 warn . Fifty-six percent of this age group was 
successful in attaining these speeds , while 22 percent attained speeds of 
80 - 90 warn . 
Those graduates in the Jl-40 year age group were not as successful in 
speed attainment as those in the three younger age groups . This group 
had only 11 percent , or one person , in the 100-120 speed group . Forty-five 
percent, however , attained 80 - 90 warn, with JJ percent attaining 60-70 warn . 
The percentage of graduates attaining at least 80- 90 warn dropped 
sharply when the age was increased to 41- 50 years of age. Only 28 . 6 per-
cent of the graduates in this age group attained at least 80- 90 warn in 
speed . More than one-half of this group attained only 60 -70 warn, with the 
second largest percentage in the 40-50 warn speed group . 
There were only two individuals in the final age group--51 years of 
age and older. Fifty percent , or one graduate , attained the highnsl. spend 
group ; and 50 percent , or one graduate , attained the IW- 50 warn speed group . 
Graduates in the 21 - 25 years of age group and the 26- JO years of age 
group were most successful in attaining the higher speeds . 
T~b]e 6 illustrates the rela ionships be ween the speeds aLLained 
upon completion of the prcgram , prior shorthand instruction before 
en ering the program , and graduates who are currently employed and 
unemployed . 
Of the 18 graduates who attained speeds of 100- 120 warn , lJ grad -
uates had pr ior shorthand experience of at least one-half year of 
instruction in high school . Twelve of these 13 graduates had at least 
one full high school year or more of shorthand instruction befor e 
entering the MOTA program . 
Almost one -half , or 5 of the 12 graduates , who attained speeds of 
80 - 90 warn had at least one -half year of shorthand instruction prior to 
that mceived in the program . 
Sixty percent of the graduates who attained speeds of at least 
80 warn had received prior shorthand instruction ; while 72 percent of 
hasP. who attained the highest speeds of 100- 120 warn had received 
shorthand instruction prior o tha rP.ceived in the program . 
Almost one-half , or 45 percent , of the graduates received prior 
shorthand instruction , with the largest percentage block being one 
high school year of instruction . 
Table 7 grcups the graduates into divisions of speed , employment , 
and use of the shorthand skill . 
Of the 18 graduates who attained shorthand speeds of 100- 120 warn, 
83 percent are using or have used their shorthand skill . Seventy- th ree 
percent of the JO graduates who attained shorthand speeds of 80 warn or 
better a r e using or have used the shorthand skill . Thn table points 
out the fact that the slower the spe'lrl att:Jin'ld , the 1<::;:, •1s'l flf l.t i.:l 
made on the job . 
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Table 6. Curremly employed and unemployed su bjects' speed (warn) and shorthand instruction pnor to that rece ived in MDTA program 
Prior 
Shorthand 
Instruction 
1 '2 yea r 
Currently Employed 
WAM 
100 - 120 80 - 90 60 - 70 40 - 50 Be low 40 
No. o/o No. '/o No. % No. % No. % 
HighSchool 7.7 22.2 11.1 
1 year 
High Schoo l 
1..- year 
High School 
Up to 1'2 year 
Post -secondary 
I 2- ye ar 
Post -secondary 
Total Prior 
Instruct Jon 
No Prior 
Instruc tion 
TOlal 
15.4 2 22.2 
3 23.1 
7. 7 
-- - --- -- -- -
2 15 . 4 
9 69.2 4 44.4 
4 30 55. 6 
13 100 100.0 
22.2 
-------
33.3 0 . 0 0.0 
66.7 100 . 0 0. 0 
100.0 100.0 0.0 
Currently Unemployed 
WAM Total 
100 - 120 80 - 90 60 - 70 40 - 50 Below 40 
No. o/o No. % No . % No. 0/o No. tJ{o No. 
8. 2 
60.0 33.3 20.0 18.4 
20 . 0 8.2 
6. 1 
4.1 
4 80.0 33.3 20.0 0.0 0. 0 22 45.0 
-- ---- - --- ---
20 . 0 66.7 80 . 0 0 . 0 100.0 27 55 .0 
100.0 100.0 100 .0 0. 0 100 .0 49 100 .0 
"' 
"' 
Table? . Currently employed and unemployed subjects by speed (warn) and use of s kill 
Currently Employed Currently Unemployed 
No . % No . % 
35 71 .4 14 28 . 6 
WAI-l Using Skill No1:. Usir.g Skill Used Skill Did Not Use Skill 
No . % No . % No . % No . % 
19 5'+ . 3 16 45 .7 6 42 .9 8 57 . 1 
100 - 120 10 52 . 6 J 18 .8 5 8J . J 0 o.o 
eo - ~0 7 36. 9 2 12 .5 0 0 .0 3 37 -5 
6o - 70 2 10 . 5 7 43 .7 1 16.7 4 50 . 0 
!.0 
- 50 0 0. 0 4 25 .0 0 0 .0 0 0 .0 
3el:>• -0 0 0 .0 0 0 .0 0 0 .0 1 12 . 5 
- -- -
-- -
-- - --
T:>tal 19 100 .0 16 100 . 0 6 100 .0 8 100 .0 
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Shorthand Applicacions 
Table 8 repr esents the graduates for each yea r and their utilization 
by number and percent of the sho r thand skill . 
Of the 12 graduates of 1968 , five , or 41 . 7 percent , use the shorthand 
skill in their employment . This is in comparison with the currently 
employed graduaces of the 1971 program . Eight , or 61 . 5 percent , of this 
group utilize their shorthand skill. 
Conversely , more than one-half , or 57 . 1 pe rcent , of all the currently 
unemplqyed graduates did not use the shorthand skill in their past 
employment . 
Table 9 illustrates the actual appli cations of the shor thand skill 
by the graduates . 
Of those who a re currently employed and using the shorthand skill, 
89 . J percent utilize shorthand in letter writing , 42 . 1 percent in 
memorandums and directives , and 15. 8 percent in business and technical 
reports . It is interesting to note that the graduates utilize the 
shorthand skill for "personal" uses in the office situation such as 
inst ru ctions (52 . 6 percent) , telephone messages (89 . 3 percent) , reminder 
notes (68 .4 percent) , and other (52. 6 per cent) more than he "official" 
office uses such as lette r writing , memora ndums , and reports . 
A larger percentage of currently unemployed graduates used the 
shorthand skill for letter wri ting (100 percent) and memora ndums and 
directives (50 percent) than did the currently employed group . The 
currently unemployed group also had high pe rcentages in Lhe a rea s of 
telephone messages (66 . 7 percen ) , reminder notes ( 66 . 7 percent ) , and 
f orms information (50 perc.,nt) . 
Table 8 . Currentl y employed and unemployed subjec~s by program year and use of skill 
Currently Employej Currently Unemployed 
No . % No . % 
35 71 .4 14 28 . 6 
Program Year 
Using Skill :\o:. Usi~;g Skill Used Skill Did Not Use Skill 
No . % ~jo . % No . % No . % 
19 _54 . ) 16 45 .7 6 42 . 9 8 57 .1 
lOOf 5 26 . ) 7 4) .8 0 0.0 0 0 .0 
196= 4 21.0 l 25 .0 1 16 .? 2 25 .0 
10~0 2 10 . 6 li 25 . 0 4 66. 6 3 37 .5 
10'"': 8 42 . 1 l 6. 2 1 16.7 3 37 . 5 
- -- -
-- -
-- - --
Ic:.a: 19 100 .0 16 100 . 0 6 100 .0 8 100 .0 
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Table 9 . Shorthand applications of currently employed and currently une:nployed subje ts with marketable 
shorthand skill 
Applications Currently Employed Using Currently Unemployed Average 
Skill Used Skill 
No . % No . % % 
Letter Writing 17 89 . 3 6 100.0 94 .7 
Memos and Directives 8 42 .1 3 50 . 0 !~6 . 1 
Business and Technical 
Reports 3 15 . 8 0 0 . 0 7 . 9 
Manuscripts 0 0 . 0 0 o.o 0 . 0 
Miscellaneous : 
Instructions 10 52 . 6 3 50 . 0 51.3 
Telephone Messages 17 89 . 3 L,. 66 .7 78 . 0 
Reminder Notes l) 68 . 4 1• 66 . 7 67 . 6 
ReferencP Slips 2 10 . 5 2 33. 0 21. 8 
Forms Information 4 21. 1 3 50 . 0 35 . 6 
Minutes 6 ) l. 5 0 0 . 0 15. 8 
Other ... 21.1 1 16.7 18 . 9 
TJble 10 charts the actual use and frequency of use of the short-
hand skill by the 19 graduates who are currently employed and using 
their shorthand skill . 
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Only fru r graduates , or 21 percent , of those currently using their 
shorthand skill utilize shorthand daily for letter writing . Another 
six graduates , or Jl percent, use shorthand weekly for letter writing . 
Five more gr aduates , or 27 percent , use the skill only monthly for letter 
writing . Over a schedule that covers approximately one year ' s time , 
89 . 5 percent of the graduates employ shorthand for letter writing . 
Th e skill is used daily for memorandums and directives by only 
two individuals , or 10 percent of the currently employed subjects . 
The total use of shorthand for these items is only 42 .1 percent . Less 
than half of the graduates use their shorthand skill on memorandums and 
directives . 
An even snaller percentage use tre shorthand ski.ll for business 
and technical reports . Only three graduates , or 15 .8 percent , use 
this application of the skill. 
Over one -half , or 52 . 6 percent , of the graduates use the skill to 
write instructions . Thirty- one percent of this 52 . 6 percent application 
figure occurs in daily use . 
Telephone messages total 94 . 7 pc rcent or the to L;d subjects , 71.f 
percent of which occurs daily . 
Weekly and monthly use of shorthand is made by the taking of minutes 
by Jl . 6 percent of the graduates. 
Reminder notes were written in shorthand by 63 . 1 percent , or 12 , of 
the graduates . Of the 6J . l percent , 57 percent occurs daily . 
Table 10. Frequency of shorthand applications by currently employed subjects 
Applications 
letter Writing 
Memos and 
Directives 
Business and 
Technical Reports 
Manuscripts 
Miscellaneous: 
Instructions 
Telephone 
Messages 
Reminder :\otes 
Reference Slips 
forms Information 2 11 
Minutes 
Other 
frequency 
Daily Weekly 
16 11 16 
16 
4 21 2 11 
16 3 16 42 11 
11 4 21 4 21 
2 11 11 
Monthly Othet 
Total 
No. o/o 
11 11 2 11 17 89.5 
42.1 
15 .8 
0.0 
11 10 52. 6 
18 94.7 
12 63. 1 
10.5 
2 11 4 21.1 
31.6 
26.3 
Table 11. F'requency of shorthand applications by currently unemployed subjects 
Frequency 
Applications 
Letter Writing 
Memos and 
Directives 
Business and 
Technical Reports 
Manuscripts 
Miscellaneous: 
Instructions 
Telephone 
No. o/o No. 
17 
3 50 
Messages 17 
Daily Weekly 
>-...:o~:;: 
~.a~ 
"/o No. "! No. "/o No. "/o No. "J, No. "/o 
17 17 
2 34 
50 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Reminder Notes 2 34 17 17 
Reference Slips 17 
Forms Information 17 
~Hnures 
Other 
Monthly 
.;; ~ "' 1J c: C'J ~~ .,. ~~ 8"'~ Eo 
·;:: E ·;::a 
No. "/o No. ")No. "/o 
17 
17 
Other 
Total 
No. '/o 
33. 3 
4 67. 7 
0.0 
0. 0 
50.0 
4 67.7 
4 67.7 
33.3 
17 17 50.0 
0.0 
17 16.7 
Table 11 represenLs the use and frequency of use of the shorthand 
skill by tl-e six currently unemployed graduates who used their skill 
during employmen L. 
Two graduates , or JJ . J percent , employed the shorthand skill in 
letter writing . Four graduates , or 66 .7 percent , used the skill for 
memorandums and directives . 
One-half of the individuals used shorthand to note instructions , 
and this occurred daily . Two-thirds , or 66 .7 percenL , of the graduates 
used their skill daily for telephone messages and reminder notes . 
Present State of Shorthand Skill 
The graduates ' opinions as to their own level of shorthand skill 
were polled . Table 12 illustrates the findings . 
Of the 1968 graduates , 91 .7 percent stated tha t in their opinion 
their shorthand skill had decreased. Ten of the graduates , or 90 . 9 
percent , believed the reason for the decline was simply insufficient use 
of the skill . One individual, or 9 . 1 percent , stated another reason for 
the decreased skill. Only one 1968 graduate fe:J t that her shorthand 
skill had not decreased owing to sufficient use of the skill . 
A high percentage of the 1969 graduates , or 90 . 9 percent , also 
believed that their skill had decrPased since graduation from the program . 
All ten blamed lack of use for the decline . 
Twelve of tl-e lJ graduates of 1970 , or 92 . J percent , agreed with the 
preceeding year ' s graduates . All twelve also blamed insufficient use 
for the decrease in shorthand skill . 
It was to be expected that the 1971 graduates would have a smaller 
percentage of those of the opinion that thei r shorthand skill had decreased 
Tabl e 12. Subjects ' evaluative reeponses as to whether their shorthand skill had decreased since 
graduati on f r om the program 
Yes No 
Reasons Reasons 
Pr;:,g:,·aM No . % No . % 
Yea!" 4) 89 .6 Insufficient Other 5 10 . 4 Sufficient Other 
Use Use 
No . % No . % No . % No . % 
1 6'3 ll 91.7 10 90 . 9 l 9 .1 1 8 . ) l 100 . 0 0 0 . 0 
laCe 10 90 . 9 10 100 . 0 0 0 . 0 l 9 . 1 l 100 . 0 0 0 . 0 
:r..:: ... c 12 92 . ) 12 100 . 0 0 0 . 0 l 7 . 7 0 0 . 0 l 100 . 0 
1::~:_ 10 76 . 9 10 100 . 0 0 0 . 0 2 15 . 4 l 50 . 0 1 50.0 
- -- - --
- -- - -- -
-- - --
T~:al 4) 89 . 6 42 97 .7 l 2. ) 5 10 .4 3 60 .0 2 40 . 0 
w 
\.n 
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since completion of the program. Ten of the 1), or 76 .9 percent , expressed 
a loss in skill , yet all ten agreed that lack of use was the r eason for 
the loss . 
A total of 43 of the 49 subjects , or 87 . 8 percent , concurred in the 
opinion that a loss of shorthand skill had taken place since graduation 
from the program . Forty - two of the 4) also agreed the cause to be in-
sufficient use of the skill. Only five graduates held the opinion that 
no decline in skill had occurred since graduation . One graduate did not 
answer the question . 
Shorthand as an Employment Aid 
The graduates were asked their responses concerning their shorthand 
skill aiding them to gain employment . All 49 subjects responded to the 
question , and their answers are record~d in Table lJ . 
Of the 19 graduates currently employed and using the skill , 18 , or 
911 .7 percent, answered in the affirmative . Seventeen , or 94 .4 pe r cent , 
of the 18 said that shorthand was a requirement of the position . Only 
ore graduate of the 19 who are currently employed and using their short-
hand skill gave a negative response . 
Of the 16 graduates currently employed and not using the skill , 12 
answered t he question with a negative res pons e . 
All six , or 100 percent , of the currently unemployed graduates who 
used the skill during employment stated that shorthand was a requi r ement 
for the position . 
Thirty graduates , or 61 . 2 percent , of the total 49 subjects statnd 
that shorthand was a requiremP.nL for the posi Lion . NiiJr•l."cn said l.hnl. 
shorthand did not aid them in obtaining their prusent or r''St por.l Lloll . 
Table lJ . Subjects ' evaluative resoonses as to whether their shorthand skill aided them in obtaining 
their present or past po~itions 
Yes No 
Reasons Reasons 
Subjects No . % No . % 
JO 61.2 Requirement Other 19 }8 . 8 Requirement Other 
of Position of Position 
No . % No . % No . % No . ., 
Currently Using Skill 1e 94 . 7 17 94 . 4 1 5 . 5 1 5 . J 0 0.0 l 100 . 0 
Employed 
Not Usi ng 
Skill 4 25 . 0 l 25 .0 3 75 . 0 12 75 .0 1 8 .} ll 91.7 
Currently Used Ski ll 6 100 .0 6 100 . 0 
Unemployed Did Not Use 
Skill 2 25 . 0 l 50 . 0 l 50 . 0 6 75 . 0 1 16. 7 5 8J . J 
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One-Year Terminal Shorthand Prouram 
The graduates ' opinions were polled as to whether a one -year 
(nine -month) shorthand program was sufficient time in which to develop 
a marketable shorthand skill of at least 80 warn . All 49 subjects 
responded to the question , and their answers are recorded in Table 14. 
The 22 graduates who had instruction prior to that received in 
the MDTA program were split evenly in their responses . Fifty percent 
believed that a nine-month program was sufficient time ; while 50 percent 
disagreed . Of the remaining 27 subjects who had not received prior 
shorthand instruction , 16, or 59 . 3 percent , believed that a nine-month 
program was not long enough to develop a marketable skill in shorthand . 
Eleven , or 40 .7 percent , answered in the affirmative . 
Table 14 . Subjects having prior and no prior shorthand instruction and 
their evaluative responses as to l<hether a nine-month program 
is sufficient time in which to develop a marketable skill in 
shorthand 
Responses Prior Instruction No Prior Instruction Total 
No . % No . % No . % 
Yes 11 50 . 0 11 40 . 7 22 44 . 9 
No 11 50 . 0 16 5S/ . J 27 ~) . 1 
- -- - -- - --
Total 22 100 . 0 27 100 . 0 49 100 . 0 
Table 15 groups the graduates by attained shorthand speeds on the 
question of a nine-month program . 
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Table 15. Subjects ' responses as to whether a nine -month program 
is sufficient time in which to develop a markeLable skill 
in shorthand 
Attained Speed Yes No 
in warn No . No . 
100 - 120 
+ prior• 6 46 . 2 7 53 . 8 
100 - 120 
no prior 4 80 .0 l 20 . 0 
80 - 90 
60 .0 + prior 2 40 .0 3 
80 - 90 
no prior 4 57 .1 3 42 .9 
60 - 70 
+ prior 3 75 .0 l 25 . 0 
60 - 70 
80 .0 no prior 2 20 .0 8 
40 - 50 0 .0 + prior 0 o.o 0 
40 - 50 
no p11.or l 25 . 0 3 75 .0 
Below 40 
+ prior 0 o.o 0 0. 0 
Below 40 
no prior l 100 .0 0 0 . 0 
Total 23 46 .9 z6 'jJ . I 
*Note : Prior indicates shorthand instruction of at least one -half 
year duration prior to the shorthand instruction received 
in the MOTA program. 
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Of the 30 graduates who attained a marketable shorthand skill (at 
least 80 warn) upon completion of the program , 53 . 3 percent stated that a 
nine -month shorthand program was a sufficient length of time in which to 
develop the skill . Only 36 . 8 percent of the subjects who did not develop 
a marketable shorthand skill upon graduation from the program believed 
that a nine-month program was satisfactory to develop the skill . 
Twenty- six of the 49 subjects answered the question negatively . 
Twenty - three , or 46 . 9 percent , agreed that a nine -month shorthand program 
can develop a marketable shorthand skill in the program's participants . 
Prior Shorthand Instruction 
Table 16 groups the graduates by program year and prior shor thand 
instruction . Of the 12 graduates contacted for the program yea r 1968 , 
all but three received shorthand instruction prior to thaL obtained in 
the MDTA pr ogram. However , for the rP~aining three program years , 
1969 , 1970, and 1971 , less than half of the graduates contacted had 
received prior shorthand instruction . 
P. total of 22 s!.lbjects experienced prj.or shorthand instruction . 
Conversely , 27 subjects , or 55 . 1 percent , received no prior instruction . 
One high school year of shorthand instruction was the most f requently 
experienced time division by the graduates , with one -half high school 
year being the next frequent . Only two gr aduates received prior short-
hand instruction at the post- secondary level for more than one-half 
year or one semester (two quarters) . 
It is interesting to note that each succeeding year of the MOTA 
stenographic program at Logan , Utah , involved fewer people who had 
experienced prior shorthand instruction . 
Table 16 . Prior shorthand instruction by program year 
Prior Shor t hand Program Year 
Ins Lruction 1968 1969 19'?0 1971 Total 
No . % No . % No . % No . % No . % 
1/2 year 
high school 1 8 . J 1 9 . 1 2 15. 4 l 7 -7 5 10 . 2 
l year 
high school 2 16. 7 2 18 . 2 J 2J . l 1 7 -7 8 l6 . J 
l + year 
high school 2 16. 7 l 9 . 1 1 7 -7 0 0 .0 4 8 . 2 
up to l/2 year 
post- secondary 2 16. 7 0 o.o 0 0 . 0 1 7 .7 3 6 . 1 
1/2+ year 
post - secondary 2 16 .7 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 2 4 . 1 
none 3 25 . 0 7 63 . 6 7 SJ . 8 10 76 . 9 27 55 . 1 
- -- - --
- -- -
-- -
--
Total 12 100 . 0 ll 100 . 0 1J 100 . 0 13 100 . 0 49 100 . 0 
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Graduates ' SuggesLions 
The graduates ' suggestions for improvement of the MOTA stenographic 
program in the Logan area were as follows : 
1 . The program needed to be longer than nine months . 
2. Students needed more individualized help . 
}. More stress was needed on English , grammar , and punctuation . 
4 . Shorthand should receive more stress such as more hours daily . 
5. Students should be screened more thoroughly as to per sonal 
commitment . 
6. Students should be pushed to work harder . 
? . Mo r e stress should be given to business machines . 
8 . Less stress should be given to business machines . 
9 . More stress was needed on the skills and less stress on poise 
and make -up . 
10 . More stress was needed on poise and make -up . 
11 . More personal counseling was needed . 
12. Eight hours a day was too long a time period . 
13 . A greater variety in the material dictated was needed . 
14. Daily routine needed to be varied with outside speakers and 
dicta tors . 
15 . Let the students choose wh.1t ski1l~ thny woul d ll ko to dovnlop 
and stress those skills . 
16 . Offer speedwriting or stenotype instead of Gregg shorthand . 
17 . The math portion of instruction was not necessary . 
18 . Students would have liked more shorthand shortcuts . 
19 . Class must be geared to the older students . 
20 . Students needed more practice in filling out forms . 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY , CONCLUSIONS , AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the utilization of 
shorthand skill by the MDTA graduates from Utah State University for 
the years 1968 through 1971. 
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A questionnaire (A and B Forms) consisting of nine questions was 
developed to ascertain the following : (1) the application(s) of shor t-
hand skill and the frequency of application(s) , (2) prior shorthand 
instruc tion to that received in the program , (J) shorthand speed in warn 
attained upon completion of the training program , (4) opinions of grad -
ua tes as to whether one year •.<as enough time in which to develop a 
marketable shorthand skill , (5) aid provided by shor thand skill gained 
through the MDTA program in obtaining employment , and (6) suggestions 
for improving the MDTA stenographic pr ogram . Forty- nine graduates were 
interviewed in person , by the telephone , or by mail. 
After the interviews we re concluded and the que stionnaires gathereci , 
the responses were tabulated ~_, produce irofr;rmol.lon r·.,r: :o rii'Lnl~ l.ho l'r•· -
quency of response . 
The graduates ' responses were divided in to the f ollowing ten sub-
headings : (l) MDTA progran enrollment and graduation , (2) graduate 
response , (J) employment of graduates , (4) shorthand speed , (5) short-
hand applications , (6) present state of shorthand skill , (7) shorthand 
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as an employment aid , (8) one-year terminal shorthand program , (9) prior 
shorthand instruction , and (10) graduates ' suggestions for future MDTA 
programs . 
MDTA program enrollment and graduation 
The total enrollment for the Logan MDTA stenographic programs for 
the last four years was 83 persons . Sixty-seven persons , or 80 . 7 percent , 
actually completed the program and graduated . Only one program year 
experienced more than an 80 percent graduation level--1971 . 
Graduate response 
Of the 67 graduates , 49 , or 73. 1 percent , were contacted for the 
study . The total percentage return of completed questionnaires for 
graduates with a marketable shorthand skill was high at 90 . 9 percent . 
Only 55 . 9 percent of the graduates who did not attain a marketable skill 
were contacted . 
Employment of graduates 
Of the 49 graduates contacted , 35 , or 71 .4 percent , were currently 
employed ; while 11 , or 22 . 5 percent , were currently unemployed . Three 
of the 49 graduates , or 6 .1 percent , had never been employed since gr ad -
uation from the MDTA program . All three of these individuals were 
graduates of the 1971 program . 
Shortha nd speed 
Thirty of the 49 graduates at.Lained shor thand spends of ~t lnasL 
80 warn upon completion of the MDTA program . Conversely , 39 .8 percenL 
of the graduates did not attain a marketable shorthand skill . 
All 14 graduates in the 17- 20 yea r age group attained at least 
60- 70 warn in speed , with 36 percent of them attaining speeds of 100-120 
warn . The next age group , 21- 25 years of age , had the highest percentage 
success attainment of the higher shorthand speeds . Over 60 percent of 
the eight graduates attained shorthand speeds from 100-120 warn . The 
26- JO year age group had the second highest percentage success in attained 
speeds of 100-120 warn . Fifty- six percent of the nine graduates were 
successful in attaining these speeds; while 22 percent attained speeds 
of 80-90 warn . Those graduates in the Jl -40 year age group were not as 
successful in speed attainment as those in the three younger age groups . 
Only one person , or ll percent , was in the 100- 120 speed group . The 
percentage of graduates attaining at least 80- 90 warn dropped sharply 
when the age was increased to 41-50 years of age . Only 28 . 6 percent 
of the seven graduates in this age group attained at least 80- 90 warn 
in speed . There were only two individuals in the final age gr oup- -
51 years of age and older . Fifty percent attained the highest speed 
group ; 50 percent attained the 40 - 50 warn speed group . Graduates in the 
21-25 years of age group and the 26- JO years of age group were most 
successful in attaining the higher speeds. 
Shorthand applications 
Of the 35 subjects currently employed , 19 , or 54 . ~ percent utilized 
the shorthand skill . Only six of the currently unemployed graduates 
utilized the shorthand skill during employmP-nt . Of the graduates who 
are currently employed and using t he shorthanrl skill , P.9 . J percent 
utilized shorthand in letter writing , 1~2 . 1 percent in mnmorandums and 
directives , and 15 .8 percent in business and technical reports. It is 
interesting to note that the graduates utilized the shorthand skill for 
"personal" uses in the office situation such as instruction , telephone 
messages , reminder notes , and other more frequently that the "official" 
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office uses such as letter writing , memorandums , directives , and business 
and technical reports . 
Present state of shorthand skill 
A total of 4) of the 49 subjects, or 8? .8 percent, concurred in 
the opinion that a loss of shorthand skill had taken place since grad -
uation from the program . Forty-two of the 4) also agreed the cause to 
be insuffi cient use of the skill . Only five graduates held the opinion 
that no decline in skill had occurred since graduation . 
Shorthand as an employment aid 
Of the 19 graduates currently employed and using the shorthand 
skill , 18 , or 94 .? percent, believed that their shorthand skill aided 
them in gaining employment . Seventeen of the 18 subjects said that 
shorthand was a requirement of the position they held. Of the 16 grad -
uates currently employed and not using the shorthand skill , 12 believed 
that shorthand did not aid them in gaining employment . All six , or 
100 percent , of the currently unemployed graduates >tho used the skill 
during employment stated that shorthand was a requirement of t he position . 
Overall , 30 graduates , or 61 . 2 percent , stated t hat shorthand was a 
requirement of the position . Nineteen , or )8 . 8 percent , said t hat short -
hand did not aid them in obtaining their present or past position . 
One -year te rminal shorthand program 
Of the 22 graduates who had instruction prior to that received in 
the MDTA program , 11 , or 50 percent , believed that a nine-month program 
was sufficient time in which to develop a marketable shorthand skill of 
at least 80 warn . Of the r emaining 27 subjects who had not received prior 
shorthand instruction , 16 , or 59 . 3 P"rcent , believed Lhrtl . . o nine-monl.h 
program was not long enough to rlcvelop a rnA rket.:JblP. c; k ·, J I i ro 3h0rLhtmrl . 
Prior shorthand i~struction 
Twenty- two of the 49 graduates contacted expe r ienced prior short-
hand instruction. Conversely , 27 subjects , or 55 . 1 percent, received 
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no instruction prior to that ~ceived in the MDTA program. One high 
school year of shorthand instruction was the most frequently experienced 
instruction time by the graduates , with one -half high school year being 
the next frequent . Only two graduates received prior shorthand instruction 
at the post- secondary level for more than one-half year or one semester 
(two quarters) . 
Graduates ' suggestions for future MDTA programs 
Some of the suggestions offered by the graduates for improvement 
of the program included : (1) the program needed to be longer than nine 
months, (2) students needed more individualized help , (J) more str ess 
>Jas ne'!ded on English , grammar , and punctuation , (4) students should be 
scrP-ened more thoroughly as to personal commitment , (5) more stress was 
needed on poise and make -up , (6) more personal counseling >las needed , 
and (7) the class must be geared to the older students . 
Conclusions 
It appears that the Logan MDTA stenographic pr ogram for the years 
1968 through 1971 was r elativo;,ly successful in pla cem'JnL of grAdunt.r:n 
when comparing Logan ' s 71.4 percent placement figure with the nationnl 
average of 70 percent. 
It also appears that the program was successful in developing a 
marketable shorthand skill in over 60 percent of its graduates , yet a 
little over half of the currently employed graduates use the shorthand 
skill ; and "personal" uses of the skill far outweigh "official" uses . 
It is apparent that those graduates who excelled in the program 
had prior shorthand instruction , and those graduates, on the whole, 
who did not have prior shorthand instruction performed markedly lower 
than those with prior instruction . 
An enrollee in the MDTA program who would be most likely to grad -
uate from the program with a marketable shorthand skill would probably 
possess the following characteristics : 
1 . Between the ages of 21 and JO 
2. Have had one-half year of shorthand instruction prior to the 
shorthand instruction to be received in the program 
A very successful MDTA graduate would tend to possess the follow -
ing characteristics : 
1 . Between the ages of 21 and 25 
2 . Have had more than one year of shorthand instruction prior to 
the shorthand instruction received in the MDTA program 
J . Takes shorthand between 100-120 warn 
4 . Is currently employed 
5. U3es her shorthand skill a minL~um of four to six times daily 
6. Feels her shorthand skill has decreased since graduation from 
the program 
?. Believes that a nine -month program is enough time to develop 
a marketable shorthand skill 
8 . Is of the opinion that the MDTA program needs no impr ovement 
An average MDTA graduate would tend to possess the following 
characteristics : 
1 . Between the ages of 21 and JO 
2 . Is employed 
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J . Takes shorthand at 80- 90 wam 
4 . Believes her shorthand skill is decreasing because of l ack 
of use 
5. Uses her shorthand skill two to three times daily 
6. Shorthand was a requirement of her position 
7 . Has had no prior shorthand instruction to that received in 
the program 
8 . Is undecided as to whether a nine-month program is enough 
time in which to develop a marketable shor thand skill 
Recommendations 
1 . A follow-up study of enrollees who did not graduate from the 
progr am should be undertaken to determine specific reasons for failure 
to complete the program . Thus , future mistakes may be avoided and money 
saved . 
2 . For high attained speeds and more successful shorthand students , 
only include those students who have had aL least one-ha lf yea r of prior 
shorthand instruction . 
J . Offer speedwriting or another shorthand system which can 
successfully be mastered by the average student in a nine -month period . 
4 . More indi vidual instruction needs to be developed . The 
instructor should more closely diagnose the needs and desires of the 
students . Not everyone can learn or wants to learn shorthand . Make 
available to the students at l east two learning paths to follow : one 
with shorthand and excluding shorthand . 
5. A mo re thorough follow -up study should be carrind out involving 
the currently unemployed graduat?s to discover t he r"ason~ why th"Y :~r" 
currently unemployed. Is unemployment due to lack of skills taught in 
the MDTA program or a result of personal reasons7 Does the graduate 
intend to remain unemployed or find work in the near future7 
6. A study should be undertaken to query graduates as to their 
future plans concerning employment . Is this training to be used only 
while the husband is away or in school7 Do they plan to work only a 
year or two and then raise a family7 
?. A s tudy should be carried out to determine if the subjects 
taught in the MOTA program are relevant to the business community in 
which the graduates will seek employment . Are these the subjects 
which will make the students more employable in t he Logan area or keep 
the students underemployed or unemployed7 
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APPENDIXES 
Appendix A 
QuostionnAire Form A 
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QUESTIONNAIRE FORM A 
Name 
Age 
Year of gradua tion 
from MDTA ------------
Directions : Please answer those 
questions requiring a "YES" or 
" NO" r esponse by placing an "X" in 
the appropriate space . For those 
questions requiring an explanation , 
use the space allotted . 
1 . Are you presently employed as an office worker? YES ______ NO ____ __ 
If YES , where? _____________ ~How long? _______ ___ 
2 . Are you presently using your shorthand skill in your current employment 
as an office worker? YES NO. ____ _ 
). If the answer to No . 2 is YES , please complete the following information . 
If the answer is NO , go to question No . 4 . 
Shorthand application(s) appear vertically at the left of the 
chart . The frequency of shorthand use for the corresponding 
application(s) appears horizontally at the top of the chart . 
Please indicate , by placing a check mark (X) in the appropri-
ate column , the application(s) and frequency of their use in 
your current employment . 
FREQUENCY 
Dailv Week! Month! Other 
"~g 
" "' "' " " 
" .. 
.. ~ u 
u + u 8 "' 8~"' u ~ c "' 8 "' 8~ APPLICATIONS 0 "' ., "' "' ... 
" 
Letter Writ ing 
Memos and 
Directives 
Business & Technical 
report writing 
Manuscriots 
Miscellaneous : 
Instructions 
Telephone 
Messages 
Rem inder Notes 
Reference Slips 
rorms Information 
Other: 
... 
·~~ 
"'EE 
· " 
-
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4 , lbvn you had shor ha nd inslrucLion pri or t o that rPC<'ived in your 
MDTA program? YES _____ NO ____ _ 
If YES, how much? 
5. What shorthand speed in wpm did you attain at the end of the MDTA 
program? wpm 
6 . Has your shorthand skill , in your op~n~on , decreased since graduation 
from the MOTA program? YES NO ____ _ 
If so , why? 
? . Do you think that one yea r (nine months) of shorthand instruction is 
e nough to develop a marketable skill in shorthand (at least 80 wpm)? 
YES NO ________ _ 
Why or why not 1 
8 . Did your shorthand skill aid you in obtaining your present position? 
YES NO ____ _ 
How or why? 
9 . Wh at are your suggestions for improving the MDTA stenographic program? 
Appendix B 
Questi anne ire Fonn B 
QUESTIONNAIRE FORM B 
Name 
Age 
Year of graduation 
f r om MDTA ------------
Directions : Please answer thost' 
questions r equiring a "YES" or 
" NO" response by placing lln "X" in 
the appropr iate space . For those 
questions r equiring an explanation , 
use the space allotted . 
1 . Have you been employed as an of fice worker since graduation f r om your 
MDTA progr am? YES NO ____ _ 
If YES, where? How long? 
2. If employed as an office worke r , did you use your shorthand skill? 
YES NO ____ _ 
3. If the answer to No . 2 is YES , please complete the f ollowing info rmation . 
If the answer is NO , go to question No . 4. 
Shorthand application(s) appear vertically at the left of the chart . 
The f r equency of shorthand use for the corresponding application(s) 
appears horizontally at the top of the cha r t . Please indicate , by 
pla cing a check mark (X) in the appropriate column , the application(s) 
and f requency of their use in your empl oyme nt . 
FREQUENCY 
Dailv Weeki Monthl Other 
d ~ ~-1l '"' "' ~ ... 1l ... .,,..E ~ ::; 
' 
+ 8~"' 8 "' 8 "' 8 "' 8~ ;:;:o c 
"' 
... 
'"' '"' 
i:i· f,.o.. ~ 
APPLICATIONS ... ~ ·.~ 
Letter Writing 
Memos and 
Directive!: 
Business and Technica 
report wr iting 
Manuscripts 
Miscellaneous: 
Instructions 
Telephone 
Messages 
Reminder Notes 
Reference Slips 
Forms Information 
Other: 
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4. Have you had shorthand instruction prior to that r eceived in your 
MDTA progr am ? YES NO ____ _ 
If YES , how much? 
5 . What shorthand speed in wpm did you attain at the end of the MDTA 
program? wpm 
6 . Has your shorthand skill , in your op~n~on , decreased since graduation 
from the MIJI'A program? YES NO _____ _ 
If so , why? 
7 . Do you think that one year (nine months) of shorthand instruction is 
enough to develop a marketable skill in shorthand (at least 80 wpm)? 
YES NO _______ _ 
Why or why not? 
8 . Did your shorthand skill aid you in obtaining your past position? 
YES NO __________ _ 
How or why? 
9 . What are your suggestions for improving t he MDTA stenographic program? 
Appendix C 
Cover Letter 
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UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY · LOGAN . UTAH 84321 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS 
DEPARTME NT OF 
IIUSINESS EDUCATION AND 
OFFICE ADMINISTRATION 
801 - 7 42-4100 
Dear -----------------
March 6 , 1972 
As an MDTA Graduate , you are very important to my graduate studies at 
Utah State University . 
My name is Janice Hobbs , a graduate student in Business Education ; and I 
am conducting a follow -up study of all MDTA Gradu~tes from Utah State 
University for the last four programs . 
It will take only ten minutes of your time to fill out one of the two 
enc] osed questionnaires . You need only fill out the one that applies to 
you: Form A if you are currently employed or Form B if you a r e currently 
unemployed . 
Simply place the completed questionnaire in the self - addressed , stamped 
envelope and mail it . 
Thank you for your time in aiding me with this research study . 
me 
Enclosures (3) 
Form A 
Form B 
Return Envelope 
Sincerely yours 
(Mrs . ) Janice Hobbs 
Graduate Student , USU 
VITA 
Janie" W. Hobbs 
M:ist-•:r of Science i.n Business Education 
Plan B Report : Utilization of Shorthand Skill by Ma npower Development 
and Training Act Gradua es from Utah State University 
for the Years 1968 Through 1971 
Major Field : Business Education 
Biographical Information : 
Personal Date : Bo rn at Salt Lake City, Utah , De cember 28 , 1949 , 
daughter of Glen W. and Klea G. Whit-lock ; married Arthur J . 
Hobbs September 17 , 1971 . 
Education : Attended elementary school in Salt Lakf' City , Utah , and 
Murr:zy, U ah ; gradu.~ted from Murray High School in 1968; 
r•:c<·iv~:d the Ba chelor of Sci•m<'P d<·gree from Utah S Late Unive r -
sity , with a major in politi cal science , in 1972; completed 
refJu l rPments for the Mast.er of Science degree a Utah State 
Univ•,rsity , 197J. 
